
How would you like it –
Supposing that you were a snail,
And your eyes grew out on threads,
Gentle, and small, and frail –
If an enormous creature,
Reaching almost up to the distant skies,
Leaned down, and with his great finger touched
Your eyes
Just for the fun
Of seeing you snatch them suddenly in
And cower, quivering back
Into your pitiful shell, so brittle and thin?
Would you think it was fun then?
Would you think it was fun?

And how would you like it,
Supposing you were a frog,
An emerald scrap with a pale, trembling throat
In a cool and shadowed bog,
If a tremendous monster,
Tall, tall, so that his head seemed lost in the mist,
Leaned over, and clutched you up in his great fist
Just for the joy
Of watching you jump, scramble, tumble, fall,
In graceless, shivering dread,
Back into the trampled reeds that were grown so tall?
Would you think it a joy then?

Would you think it a joy?

Giants By Lydia Pender
1. Find and copy one word which means ‘far away’. (1 

mark)
2. Copy the phrase which suggests the snail was trying 

to protect itself. (1 mark)
3. Summarise the poem in a couple of sentences. (1 

mark)
4. Give an adjective the poet uses to describe the 

snail’s antennas. (1 mark) 
5. Why do you think the poet chose to describe the 

human as ‘an enormous creature’ and ‘a tremendous 
monster’? (2 marks)

6. Why do you think the poet ends each verse with a 
question? (2 marks)

7. Do you think the frog likes to be picked up? Use 
evidence from the text to support your answer. (3 
marks)



It was a dark, dank, dreadful night

And while millions were abed

The Malfeasance bestirred itself

And raised its ugly head.

The leaves dropped quietly in the night,

In the sky Orion shone;

The Malfeasance bestirred itself

Then crawled around till dawn.

Taller than a chimney stack,
More massive than a church,
It slithered to the city
With a purpose and lurch.
Squelch, squelch, the scaly feet
Flapped along the roads;
Nothing like it had been seen
Since the recent fall of the toads.

Bullets bounced off the beast,
Aircraft made it grin,
Its open mouth made an eerie sound
Uglier than sin.
Still it floundered forwards,
Still the city reeled;
There was panic on the pavements,
Even policemen squealed.

Then suddenly someone suggested
(As the beast had done no harm)
It would be kinder to show it kindness
Better to stop the alarm. 
When they offered it refreshment
The creature stopped in its track;
When they waved a greeting to it
Steam rose from its back.

As the friendliness grew firmer
The problem was quietly solved:
Terror turned to triumph and
The Malfeasance dissolved.
And where it stood there hung a mist,
And in its wake a shining trail,
And the people found each other 
And thereby hangs a tail.

1. Which section tells us that the malfeasance was going to the city for a 
particular reason?
2. Find a section which tells us how the malfeasance moves.
3. What did the malfeasance look like?
4. What does the word refreshment mean?
5. Which section tells us that it was night time?
6. Where does the story take place?
7. Find the word which tells us the people began to celebrate.
8. Which section tells us that the malfeasance has a mouth?
9. Can ‘thereby hangs a tail’ have more than one meaning?

The Malfeasance



Retrieving Information

1) Use a dictionary to find the definition of:

a) fronds

b) intently

c) perplexed

1) Find and copy a word that shows the noise that Alfie hears is a 

sad one.

2) What is the relationship between Jim and Alfie?

Making Inferences

1) How do you know that Alfie spends a lot a time out on the 

coast?

2) Have Alfie and Jim just arrived or have they been out for a 

while? How do you know?

3) Why do you think that Alfie whispers to his father at the end 

of the extract?

Writer’s choices

1) Why do you think the writer has started with the line, “It was 

a long while later that Alfie first heard it.”? What mood does 

this create?

2) Why do you think the author describes the weed as “waving 

mockingly”? 

Challenge question

1) Why might Jim think that is not possible for a child to be on 

the island? 

‘Listen to the Moon’ by Michael Morpurgo



Leisure

What is this life if, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.

No time to stand beneath the boughs

And stare as long as sheep or cows.

No time to see, when woods we pass,

Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.

No time to see, in broad daylight,

Streams full of stars, like skies at night.

No time to turn at Beauty’s glance,

And watch her feet, how they can dance.

No time to wait till her mouth can

Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life this is, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.

By William Henry Davies (1871-1940)

Which three animals are mentioned in the poem?  (1 mark)

What is the meaning of the word ‘boughs’? Choose one. (1 mark)

stars in the sky 

branches of a tree 

blades of grass 

streams of water 

Several lines start with the repeated phrase ‘No time’. What is the purpose 
of repeating these words? (1  mark)

What do you think the author means by ‘streams full of stars’? (1 mark)

Find and copy a phrase which could mean ‘too occupied with worry’.  (1 mark)

Look at the line ‘No time to turn at Beauty’s glance’Why is a capital letter 
used for the word ‘Beauty’? (1 mark)

In your own words, explain what message the poet is trying to give the 
reader. Give 3 points. (3 marks)

The title of the poem is ‘Leisure’. How does the word ‘leisure’ link to the 
theme of the poem? Use evidence from the text to support your answer. (2 
marks)



The Kindest Of Strangers by Lauren Cook

A cold wind blew and leaves whipped up and danced around the ankles of an old man crouched in a doorway. His coat, clutched around his 
shoulders, offered little warmth and he shivered, holding his hand out in the hope of a coin or two.
Around him, people hurried by, wrapped in thick coats and scarfs, bent into the wind, oblivious to him.
It was two whole days since he'd eaten and his stomach growled with hunger.
Just then, something caught his eye. His heart leapt at the sight of a coin falling close to his feet. He picked it up, turning the coin over in his 
hand. It was enough for a cup of tea and something to eat. His mouth watered and he pulled himself up from the pavement and turned to shop 
window behind him. Light poured from the window of the tea-room. He pushed open the door and a wave of warmth washed over him. The 
woman behind the counter peered at him. Hungrily, he eyed the food behind the counter.
"Yes?" came the sharp voice of the woman behind the counter. "Can I help?"
He looked up. "A cup of tea please", he said. "And a currant bun too. Warm, if it's no trouble."
"Takeaway?" The woman spoke the words more as an instruction than a question. "Yes", he replied. She turned away to serve him and he 
looked back towards the window. He stopped. There, with her nose pressed against the glass, was a small girl. Her hair was matted, her hands 
dirty and her clothes hung like rags on her small body. Even through the window he could see the dark circles under her eyes and the grey 
colour of her skin.
"That's £1", the woman snapped. The old man handed over the money.
He glanced back to the window and the little girl, shivering in the cold. Shuffling to the door, he pulled it open. The girl turned at the sound.

1) Can you find an example of personification? (retrieval)

2) What does ‘couched in a doorway’ tell us about the character? (background knowledge and inference)

3) Why do you think the man was ‘in a hope for a coin or two’? (inference)

4) What does the word ‘oblivious’ mean? (vocabulary and context)

5) What kind of person do you think the lady in the shop is? Which words tell you this? (inference using evidence from the text)

6) How was the little girl similar to the main character? (compare and contrast)

7) What do you think the man will do when he leaves the shop? (prediction)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p051d8y0


The Kindest of Strangers (continued)

"You look cold" he said. She nodded. "Here", he said, offering out the paper bag. "You need this more than me". His stomach 
growled angrily in protest.
The girl eyed the bag, then reached out and grabbed it. "Thanks mister", she said and ran off. He watched her disappear 
into the darkness of the night.
"Hey! Where you've been?" A boy called out to the girl. "What you got there?"
"Some old bloke gave me a cake he didn't want". She opened the bag and peered in. "Yuk", she said. "Currants. I hate 
currants", tossing the bag into a nearby bin.
"I'm stuffed anyway", she laughed. "I've eaten too many sweets!"
"Come on!" called the boy. "We're not finished trick and treating yet. Your outfit's wicked by the way. You look half-dead!"
A cold wind blew and leaves whipped around the ankles of an old man, crouched in a shop doorway. His stomach growled with 
hunger as passers-by, wrapped in thick coats and scarfs hurried by, oblivious to him.

What does ‘angrily in protest’ mean?

Why do you think she ‘eyed the bag’?

Do you think the old man ‘didn’t want the food? Why?

What does the word ‘tossing’ tell us about the girl?

Why do you think the author has repeated the first paragraph to finish the story?



1. Find and copy two phrases which suggest that Dodge 
sensed something was going to happen.

2. What did Dodge think was strange?
3. Why was it never a good sign that there were no 

humans?
4. What was Dodge trying to see?
5. Find and copy two phrases which tell us that Dodge was 

scared.
6. Find and copy a phrase which gives objects human-like 

features.
7. Why did Dodge think the underpass would be a safe 

place to go?
8. Who do you think Banjo is? Why?



1. Who was evacuated during World War 2? Give two answers.
2. When did evacuation first start?
3. Who did the children travel with on the day of their evacuation?
4. What items did children have to take with them? Choose three.

ration book
gas mask
money
food for the journey

5. Why was it an upsetting experience for some children?
6. What is the best way to summarise this text?

benefits of being evacuated
recommending evacuation
general information about evacuation
a personal account of being evacuated

7. Would you like to be evacuated? Explain your reason and give evidence 
from the text to support your answer.




